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Talkin’ with Dusty

Try his “shit piss whiskey”

Good enough for ol’ Whiskers Don’t buy the IPA. Just don’t.

Guest Columnist, Nirabar of the 7

The Infamous Tavern Proprietor

Ask a Cultist Spiritual Leader

a few years ago.) As divisive as the 
subject can be, there is one tavern 
that we’ve all been to: Dusty Balls.

While it would be a mistake to call 
Dusty’s artisinal, they do produce 
much of their booze in house. From 
their stomach churning rot gut to 
their Shit Piss Whiskey, there is 
a variety of drinks to dazzle the 
mind and the senses. Dusty even 
sells booze to go, making sure that 
Rogues are never without their 
favorite brews. Despite all his 
success, Dusty remains humble.

“They say do what you love and 
you’ll never work a day in your 
life. What they don’t say is what 
a toll it’ll take on your liver,” said 
Dusty. “My wife, Ulga, has been 
very supportive and we’ve really 
prospered over the past few years. 
Ever since we created Dusty Dick’s 
Super Hop IPA, sales have sky 
rocketed. The beer is useless (cont)

Phinneus Heavypocket has gone missing under strange 
circumstances. Nirabar of the 7 is filling in.

Dear Nirabar,
I’ve been havin’ strange dreams every night. They wake 
me up in a cold sweat. You gots any advice for stoppin’ 
‘em? I tried booze. Didn’t work.
- Sleepless in Rotbottom

Dear Sleepless,
Ah, but you are asking the wrong questions! What you 
seek is not the stoppage of your dreams. No, you seek 
to understand them! Dreams are the blatent urgings and 
messages of our subconcious minds. In the temple of the 7, 
we perform rituals to attune our sleeping minds. (cont)

There are plenty of choices for drinking establishments in Rotbottom. You can find everything from fine wine to 
rotgut, usually on the same block. The citizens of this fair city often identify with their favorite watering hole 
and it is not unkown for skirmishes to erupt (lest we forget the The Wet Brown Eye vs Jake’s Guzzler incident 


